
Our growing company is looking to fill the role of manager, benefits. Please review
the list of responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal list, we will
consider candidates that do not necessarily have all of the qualifications, but have
sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for manager, benefits

Assist in analyzing existing benefit plans, trends, and prevailing competitive
practices to ensure strategic alignment with business objectives
Lead activities pertaining to open enrollment and mid-year changes to
benefit plans including preparing announcement material, booklets, and
other media for communicating new plans/changes to employees
Assist with the annual design process to ensure plans are competitive and
cost effective
Ensures the accuracy of the system setup, interface requirements, testing and
ongoing auditing to ensure accurate data transmission
Take the lead in accurate and timely data input
Enroll new hires onto the facility's health insurance plan
Collaborate with HR leadership to take a proactive role in ensuring that our
suite of programs meet the needs of our employees
Operate as a “change agent” to streamline Benefit processes and procedures
Make recommendations for and install approved, new, or modified plans and
employee benefit policies and administers existing plans
Develop cost control procedures to assure maximum coverage at the least
possible cost to the hospital and employee

Qualifications for manager, benefits

Exceptional customer service attributes, working as knowledge leader, while
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Demonstrated problem solving skills where root cause analysis is necessary
and the ability to challenge “status quo” is required to develop an innovative
and practical solution
Proven ability to support change, through project management and
delivering accurate, high quality outcomes
High proficiency in HR system knowledge to understand benefit set ups,
reporting and needed interfaces, working in conjunction with the HRIS team
Strong proficiency in MS Office applications, including PowerPoint
Minimum of Bachelor’s degree and 5+ years’ experience in employee benefits


